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RESUMEN
En este trabajo se presenta un método analítico para optimizar las barras 

Roebel, las cuales se utilizan para los arrollamientos de los motores eléctricos 
potentes de corriente alterna. La construcción es mediante conductores 
elementales. También se determinó el campo magnético radial de la ranura y 
de la zona de las cabezas de la bobina.
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ABSTRACT
An analytical method for optimizing Roebel bars is presented in this paper. 

These bars are employed for windings of high power, A.C. electric motors. They 
are built of elementary conductors. The magnetic fi elds in the slots and in the 
coil head zone was also determined.
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INTRODUCTION
The calculus of the Roebel bar losses is a research subject since 1970.1, 2 A 

fi nal solution allowing the bar optimization has not been found. The Roebel 
bar optimum structure allows increasing machine effi ciency, and consequently 
energy savings.

Most of the employed methods estimate fi rstly the magnetic fi eld using fi nite 
element (FEM) and then the winding losses.3, 4, 5

High precision estimation of magnetic fi eld by FEM requires a very complex 
grid form and long running time. Therefore, we consider that an analytical 
method for the magnetic fi eld estimation is more appropriate for optimization 
purposes.

The proposed analytical method uses coeffi cients, which are estimated using 
known methods, providing good accuracy.
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THE BAR MODEL
The shape of a Roebel bar composed of full 

elementary conductors and that of an elementary 
conductor are presented in figures 1a) and 1b) 
respectively.

The shape of the modeled elementary conductor 
is presented in fi gure 2b). The axial length of the 
core is l, one end of the elementary conductor is 
marked with (’) and the other end with (’’). Notice 
that transposition is made only in the slotted area; at 
the end of the coil area the elementary conductors are 
not transposed. The distance between two successive 
transpositions is le.

For the modeled bar, all the elementary 
conductors are transposed in the same plane z. The 
label z=1 corresponds to the frontal plane of the 
ferromagnetic core.

The fi rst transposition is made in the plane z= 2, 
and the last one in the plane z = zf - 1, where zf 
corresponds to the ending plane of the ferromagnetic 
core. Every transposition changes the position of 
the elementary conductor in the bar structure. The 
elementary conductors in the plane z=1 are labeled 
from 1 to 2m. So, along the Roebel bar zf -1 different 
bar structures can be emphasized (fi gure 3.) The label 
of a winding layer is λ. The number of the overlapped 
elementary conductor in a Roebel bar is m. There 
are two elementary conductors in every layer λ,: 
the left is labeled ε1 and the right ε2. Obviously, the 
total amount of elementary conductors is 2m. Notice 
that for ε1 and ε2, 2m is a period and for λ the period 
is m. According to these assumptions the following 
is obtained:

ε1=λ+1-z ; ε2=2(m+1)-λ-z 
ε1=ε2 +2λ-1; ε2=ε1+2(m-λ)+1                         (1)
The quantities ε1 and ε2 have values between 1 

and 2m and λ between 1 and m.
The following hypotheses are considered: 
- The slot has a rectangular shape;
- The ferromagnetic core of the motor has an 

infi nitely high magnetic permeability compared 
to that of the vacuum environment;

- All the elementary conductors have the same 
rectangular cross section and the same width 
insulation;

Fig. 1. The shape of a Roebel bar.

Fig. 2. The modeled elementary conductor Fig. 3. The Roebel bar structure for z=1(a) and for z (b).

Ludwig Roebel 1878 - 1934
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- In the slotted area, the magnetic fi eld lines due 
to the elementary currents are perpendicular to 
the slot walls and parallel to the slot base.

Notice that the magnetic fi eld in the slotted area 
produced by the currents crossing the elementary 
conductors has two parts: the inner magnetic fi eld 
and the outer magnetic fi eld. The skin effect is the 
result of the fi rst one. The second part produces the 
leakage inductance of the bar.

The dimensions of the elementary conductors 
(without insulation) are bcu and hq, and that of the 
insulations is Δi/2 (for a single side), the slot’s width 
is bc and the height of the column composed of m 
overlapped elementary conductors is H (fi gure 4). 

Considering a section of the elementary conductor 
belonging to the layer λ, between the transposition 
planes z and z+1. This length is le. (fi gure 5), the 
area is divided along its depth in strips of thickness 
h. The value of h must satisfy two conditions: both 
hq and Δi must be a multiple of h; and the current 

density is considered (with an acceptable error) as 
constant for the considered strip of thickness h. The 
strips are labeled beginning at the slot’s base. The 
fi rst strip of the hq is nλI and the last one is nλf. The 
dimension hq has N strips. A certain strip of the layer 
λ is labeled ν.

Consider that the strips ν and ν-1 (fi gure 5). 
Through their upper areas take the closed curve Γ, 
between the planes z and z+1. The left column of 
the bar is marked with γ and the right one withδ. 
Equation (2) is obtained for Γγ and Γδ.
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where μ is the magnetic permeability of the 
conductive material and ρcu is the electric resistivity; 
iνγ , iνδ , iν-1,γ , iν-1,δ are the currents corresponding to 
the considered strip; iuλ is the sum of the currents 
through the elementary conductors from the fi rst 
layer to the (λ-1) layer; icε is the sum of the currents 
iεγ and iεδ; icν are the sum of the currents iνγ and iνδ 
corresponding to the strip ν.

From equation (2): 

( ), 1 1,2c ci i i iν ν νγ ν γ− −= + −                              (3)
The magnetic fi elds at the end of the coil area, is 

presented in fi gure 6.a. 
This fi eld is approached using the model presented 

in fi gure 6.b, were Hkbb cc +≈'  (with kc≅1.2). In 
this case in the corresponding relations6,7,8 '

cb  will 
be used instead of cb .

Fig. 4. Explanatory for the bar and slot’s dimensions.

Fig. 5. Explanatory for a certain elementary domain le , 
between the transposition planes z and z+1.

Fig. 6. Explanatory for the end coil area. 
a) real fi eld; b) equivalent model for fi eld estimation.
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THE CALCULUS OF THE CURRENTS THROUGH 
THE ELEMENTARY CONDUCTORS

Taking into account that the label of any 
elementary current is that of the elementary 
conductor in the plane z=1. Considering a curve 
Γ in the bottom side of the strip in the elementary 
conductors crossed by the current Iξ and by current 
Iξ+1. Equation (4) is obtained for the curve Γ.
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where intξΨ  and int,1+ξΨ  are the internal 
fl uxes of the elementary conductors ξ and ξ+1; 

eU γξ  and 1, +ξγeU  are the induced voltages in 
the same elementary conductors; I is the current 
corresponding to the slotted area; I’ and I” are the 
currents corresponding to the end coil areas. For the 
calculus of these voltages, both the radial fi eld in the 
slotted area and that in the end coil area, were taken 
into account. 

The radial magnetic field in the slotted 
area

The radial fl ux density Bar in the slot domain 
produces circulating currents trough the elementary 
conductors connected in the end bar area. The value 
of Bar depends on the position of the considered point 
in the slotted area. Using the conformal mapping 
method, the fl ux density in the slot axis is obtained 
as follows:
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where δ is the air gap, xh is the coordinate along 

the slot axis, relative to the tooth extremity,

δ=α cm b , and:
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For 2>αm , the radial fl ux density distribution 
is a sinusoidal function for any normal to the slot 
axis:
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where xb is the coordinate relative to the slotted 
wall.

In this case, the fl ux produced by the circulating 
current corresponding to the elementary length, le, 
is:
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The emf corresponding to the layer λ, for both 
the adjacent conductors of the two columns, (for the 
length le ), is:
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with 1=θξ  for ξ=ε1 and 1−=θξ  for ξ=ε2.
The resultant emf, corresponding to the total 

length of the slotted area, (all the elementary length 
le) is calculated as follows:
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The radial magnetic fi eld in the end bar 
area

The end bar shape of double layer winding is 
usually as in fi gure 7a). It was considered the radial fl ux 
density (Bs’r) distribution as in fi gure 7b) depending 
essentially of the end bar shape. Bs’r can be considered 
as a decreasing lineal function. In this case the 
induced voltage corresponding to the curve γ, which 
produces the circulating current in the considered 
elementary conductor, is (for sinusoidal conditions):

( )' '1 '2 '
1j 2
2es r cu i s s s rU f b l l Bξ π ⎛ ⎞= − + Δ +⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠

(12)

For the second bar extremity, the voltage is 
similarly "es rU ξ . Thus, the resultant emf that 
produces the circulating current ξI  is:
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the two bars, mp and ms, the bars height, Hp and Hs, the 
transposition numbers, zpf-1 and zsf-1. Notice that the 
last two quantities defi ne the transposition angle.

The optimization criterion is the minimization of the 
bar losses, that means of the total losses corresponding 
to the top bar and that of the bottom bar.

A program for optimization of Roebel bar 
calculations was developed based on the presented 
method.

VALIDATION OF THE PROPOSED METHOD
The above presented method is based on the 

assumption of uniform current distribution on the 
strip. Therefore, accuracy dependents essentially of 
the strip height value (h). 

In the case of a single conductor (m=1), the 
A.C. resistance increasing coeffi cient is kr0. Using 
the proposed strip method, the same coeffi cient is 
obtained, the value kr. Error εr is defi ned as:

0/1 rrr kk−=ε                                          (15)
The dependence of the strip method error on the 

strips number is presented in table I.
It was considered the case ρcu =2.16 10-8 Ωm, bc= 

24.2 mm, l=1.75 m, ls’ = ls” =0, HP = 66.33 mm, bcu = 
12.1, Δi =0, m = 1, f = 50 Hz, μ=μ0=4π 10-7.

The coeffi cient of resistance increasing (kr0) is 
obtained as follows:

34090117.6
2cos2cosh
2sin2sinh

0 =
ξ−ξ
ξ+ξξ=rk

    (16)
where:

( )2 6.340761cu cu cHP b bξ μω ρ= =        (17)

Fig. 7. Explanatory for the end coil area distribution:
a) end coil dimensions; b) considered fi eld distribution.
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With equations (4) and (13) for all the 2m 

elementary conductors of the Roebel bar gives:
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Therefore, the elementary conductor currents and 
the winding losses are known. 

THE ROEBEL BAR OPTIMIZATION
The most general statement of the Roebel bar 

optimization problem requires the following bases:
The slot dimensions are established according 

to a maximal use of the ferromagnetic material, 
the conductor width is determined based on the 
slot insulation conditions the total slot height Ht is 
available for the elementary conductors of the two 
bars (including the slot insulation), knowing ρcu, bcu, 
and Ht=Hp+Hs. Now it is necessary to establish the 
number of the overlapped elementary conductors for 

Table I. Variation of the method error on the strip´s 
number.

n kr εr

500 6.31329986 4.35 10-3

103 6.32690805 2.2 10-3

104 6.33948738 2.22 10-4

105 6.34076100 2.21 10-5

106 6.34088851 1.99 10-6

9.4 106 6.34090117 0
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Hence, the necessary strip amount is calculated 
for an initially accepted error, practically, n=105 
allows a very good estimate accuracy.

EXAMPLE
An 216 MVA, 15 kV, 50 Hz hydro generator, the 

phase current If=7910 A, p=42pole pairs, a=3, l=1.75 
m, bc=24.2 mm, bcu=7.5 mm, Δi=0.21 mm, mp= ms=33 
layers for each column, the transposition angle 2π, 
zpf= zsf= 67, Hp= Hs= 66.33 mm 

Case A 
For the maximum value of the air gap fl ux density 

Bδ=0.9T, the radial fl ux density at the end coil area 
Br=0.4T, the results are as follows:

The losses in the fi rst bar (P): Pcup= 835.426 W
The losses in the second bar (S): Pcus=926.593 W
The total losses for two bars: Pcut=1762.019 W
The DC bar losses are: Pcu0=452.9 W 
Then the losse coefficients kpcup=Pcup/Pcu0 

=1.84451, and kpcus= Pcus/Pcu0 =2.04579 for the bar P 
and S respectively.

Case B
If the two bar’s height is Hp=Hs=66.33 mm and 

zpf=zsf=64, then Pcup=791.68 W, Pcus=911.60 W, 
Pcut=1703.28 W.

Case C
Taking as variable quantities zpf, zsf and mp, ms for 

the same height of the two bars.
Using the optimization program gives the optimal 

solution for mp= 26, ms=46, zpf=47, zsf= 90, with 
Pcup=747.27W, Pcus=858.472 W, Pcut=1595.742 W.

The difference between the winding losses 
corresponding to the non-optimized machine and 
that of the optimized one is ΔPma. The difference 
of energy losses corresponding to optimized motor 
against the initial solution (A) is ΔWet. It was 
considered a period of 25 years of motor service. ΔC 
is the loss cost  in Euro (considering 100Euro/MWh). 
The results are presented in table II.

Using the proposed analytical method for 
analyzing the infl uence of bar dimensions (bar’s 
height, layers number, transposition’s number) on 
the windings losses.

Assuming as reference case that of Bδ=0 T, Br=0 
T,. the defi ned coeffi cient losses for the lower bar 
(P), for the upper one (S) and for both two bars of 
the slot are: kp1=Pcup/Pcu0, ks1=Pcus/Pcu0, ksc=Pcu/Pcu0, 
Pcu0 are the bar losses for the case m=1.

The coeffi cient losses for the bottom bar (P), for 
the top bar (S), and for both slot bars are KPP, KPS, 
KPC, respectively. These quantities, optimized for a 
transposition angle value around 2π and 3π and for 
Bδ = 0 and Br = 0 are presented in fi gures 8a) and 8b) 
respectively. Notice that each point of the presented 
curve corresponds to an optimal motor. These 
solutions have different values for the elementary 
conductors number of the bar column (MP and 
MS are the elementary conductor numbers of the 
bar P and S respectively), and for the transposition 
number (ZPF and ZPS correspond to the bar P and S 
respectively), and the same slot height value.

The purpose of the minimum losses requires 
a losses coeffi cient KPC ≅1. For both cases of a 
transposition angle of 2π and 3π the curves have a 
minimum value for HP>HS. But KPS>KPP, so it is 

Case ΔPma. [kW] ΔWet [GWh] ΔC [Euro]

B 44.4 9.724 972400

C 125.7 27.528 2752800

Fig. 8. a. Optimization results for Bδ=0, Br=0, β=2π where 
Β1(ΜP/ZPF=24/46), Β2(26/50), B3(28/59), B4(30/58), 
B5(32/52), B6(34/65), B7(36/69).
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Table II. Optimization results.
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This paper emphasizes that the best transposition 
angle value is around 2π. The ratio between the end 
coils length and the slotted area bar length infl uences 
the winding losses.

The proposed analytical method is very useful 
at medium and high power electrical motors 
optimization.
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